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Provides basic information about the biology, life cycles, and behavior of birds, along
with brief profiles of each of the eighty bird families in North America.
Shares insider hints, stories from the range and field, and hands-on guidance for the
first-time gun owner and the seasoned veteran alike, offering advice on choosing the
right gun, increasing shot accuracy, and staying safe.
Become a better long-range shot! How well can you shoot at 200 yards? 500? How
about 1,000? L.P. Brenzy has taught many shooters the art of accurate, long range rifle
work, and in Gun Digest Book of Long-Range Shooting he shares the skills and
practice techniques that will put you on target. You learn: How to select the best rifle
and caliber to make the shots you want to make How to select the proper bullet and
loading information to get the best performance Practice techniques and how to keep
the edge needed to routinely make long, accurate shots How to make accurate
distance judgments without the use of high dollar electronics How to know your
limitations in hunting situations and make ethical shots
Shooter's Bible, for generations the most trusted source of detailed information on
firearms, offers gun enthusiasts a full-color guide to everything they need to know about
cartridges Have you ever wondered which cartridge was appropriate for your gun or a
friend’s gun? Have you been curious about which cartridges are best for which
shooting needs? If so, then this is the manual for you! Shooter’s Bible Guide to
Cartridges will help those with revolvers, rifles, and other guns. Chapters include::
Triple Deuces 4K 22s The Sweet 6mms The Quarter Bores Pretenders to the 270
Magnum 308s Martial Cartridges Historic 9mms And more For more than a century, the
Shooter’s Bible name has been trusted and well-known as an authoritative guide on
ammunition and guns. Their works contain applicable skills, and this particular book
increases the reader’s understanding of guns and cartridges. It is the ideal addition to
the bookshelf of anyone who is passionate about guns. Using it will make mastering
cartridge usage easy.
Everything you need to know about AR-15s from top firearms writers. The Guns &
Ammo Guide to AR-15s is packed with a wealth of valuable information compiled by the
foremost firearms writers today. A vast range of topics is covered in these articles,
including: The lure of the SBR The evolution of the REPR Bore conditions that affect
your cold-bore shot Geissele triggers Aperture sights High precision (down) range AR
9mm perfection Reloading for AR-15s And much more! Discover tried and true tips,
tactics, and techniques from the pros along with guidance on buying gear and firearms
from experts including Patrick Sweeney, David Faubion, SGM Kyle Lamb, Tom
Beckstrand, and Eric R. Poole. The Guns & Ammo Guide to AR-15s has everything you
could want to learn about AR-15s.
From the most trusted brand in outdoor sports, Field & Stream, popular F&S bloggers
and the hosts of the popular Gun Nuts show on the Outdoor Channel (sponsored by
Smith & Wesson share insider hints, amazing stories, and hands-on guidance for the
first-time gun owner and the seasoned veteran alike. The Ultimate Gun Guide - 335
Essential Shooting Tips and Techniques Choose the Right Gun The complete guide to
figuring out what you really need, and then picking the right shotgun, rifle, handgun, and
ammo for whatever sport you want. Shoot Better Increase your rifle accuracy, boost
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your shotgun scores, and come home with game instead of excuses. Hunt Smarter
Field-tested tips on how to make tough shots on big game, get more ducks, fool a
gobbler, and much, much more. Stay Safe The plain facts about the best hardware for
home defense, and how to use it safely to protect your family, as well as solid advice on
shooting safety in the field.
This new 6th Edition has been thoroughly updated and includes the
following:Expanded to over 1,000 pages and contains 100+ chapters!Over 1,675
individual cartridges/shotshells are listed with historical information in addition to
cartridge images with dimensions!The increased 16-page color section now depicts
over 320 current rimfire/centerfire cartridges and shotshells in actual size.10 pages of
comprehensive Indexes make finding specific cartridges and information both quick and
easy!Cartridge profiles/drawings and ballistic charts have been expanded to include
all the new factory cartridges.Even Nosler's new cartridges have been included!
A comprehensive guide to modern cartridge reloading, Cartridge Reloading in the
Twenty-First Century provides detailed information about getting started in reloading,
selecting the basic tools needed, and choosing your components as well as step-bystep instructions for reloading rifle and handgun cartridges and how to test your loads at
the range. The text is supplemented by more than one hundred detailed photographs
that illustrate the various types of reloading equipment available and provide guidance
in performing the actions that result in a handloaded cartridge. Cartridge Reloading in
the Twenty-First Century covers many common problems the handloader may
experience, provides unique information about reloading the .50 caliber BMG, and
highlights the changes between reloading in the twenty-first century and reloading in
the mid-twentieth century. Not only for beginners, Cartridge Reloading in the TwentyFirst Century offers advanced reloading information that describes special reloading
tools as well as techniques for improving the accuracy of your handloads. The content
of Cartridge Reloading in the Twenty-First Century will appeal to both someone
considering reloading rifle or handgun cartridges as well as a person who already has
acquired some experience in cartridge reloading.
John Nosler - Going Ballistic is the story of John Nosler - a hunter, innovator and selftaught ballistics engineer. Born in California, he came of age in the Great Depression
and raced his home-built cars on the dirt tracks of Huntington Beach and Pomona.
From California, he moved to Oregon and embarked on a legendary big game hunting
career. He first hunted moose in Canada in the 1940s and recognized the need for a
projectile that would stand up to the velocity generated by the new magnum rifle
cartridges. When hunters want a bullet they can depend on, the name they trust, more
than any other, is Nosler. From the Partition, introduced to the shooting public in the
late 1940s, to the Zipedo, Solid Base and Ballistic Tip, to today's cutting-edge
AccuBond, John Nosler built a reputation on accuracy and performance, one bullet at a
time. You know his bullets, now read his story.
Ernest Hemingway is a mythic writer and alpha male. As a hunter and conservationist,
he drew greatly from the strong example of Theodore Roosevelt, and he much enjoyed
teaching newcomers to shoot and hunt. Including short excerpts from Hemingway's
works, these stories of his guns and rifles tell us as much about him as a lifelong,
expert hunter and shooter and as a man.
"The long shot. It's a challenge that both thrills and intimidates. Now, with Wayne van
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Zwoll's newest Gun Digest book, Mastering the Art of Long-Range Shooting, you can
tackle the shots you've always wanted to with confidence and accuracy. Inside you'll
find: the rifles, ammunition, optics, and tools that make shots beyond the 500-yard mark
reality; bullet trajectory and drift dissected; reading, shading, and clicking the wind;
[and] specialized schools that perfect long-distance skills"--Page 4 of cover.
MORE GUNS! MORE VALUES! MORE OF WHAT YOU NEED! In the Updated
Standard Catalog of Firearms 31st Edition! For more than a quarter century Standard
Catalog of Firearms has been the leading illustrated guide to guns and their values,
offering more of what the firearms enthusiast and collector needs -- more photos, more
prices and more guns! Every edition is updated with the newest entries from today's
manufacturers of handguns, rifles and shotguns, plus the latest values from a wide
range of experts, editors and auction houses for virtually every gun made or sold. 2021
Standard Catalog of Firearms is a must-have guide to commercial firearms, past and
present. Inside You'll Find: More than 7,500 photos with extensive descriptions that let
you know what it's worth. Updated values and up to six condition grades, for a total of
more than 110,000 prices. 16-page full-color photo section showcasing extraordinary
double rifles. A guide to Firearms Trade Names covering more than 150 years of gun
history. Whether you're a serious gun collector, a casual gun-show trader, a hunter or
recreational shooter, if you buy, sell or trade firearms, Standard Catalog of Firearms is
the best insurance you can buy!
A treasured antique rifle gets into the wrong hands in this YA novel by the Newbury
Award-winning author: “a truly mesmerizing tale, from beginning to end” (Publishers
Weekly). In 1768, gunsmith Cornish McManus painstakingly crafted his masterpiece: a
rifle of extraordinary beauty and accuracy. Though he knows he will never be able to
replicate it, Cornish is forced to sell it to a man named John Byam, who carried it with
pride into the Revolutionary War. Passed down through generations, the beloved rifle
ends up decorating the mantle of a modern-day mechanic and father named Harv. But
what happens then is shocking, terrifying, and completely devastating. Reader’s guide
included
FIELD & STREAM, America’s largest outdoor sports magazine, celebrates the outdoor
experience with great stories, compelling photography, and sound advice while
honoring the traditions hunters and fishermen have passed down for generations.
This handbook is a 'primer' for the new target shooter: introducing the firearms, shooting
disciplines and firearm technology, and drawing on the expertise of Bisley, the home of British
and Commonwealth target shooting.The book is organized into nine sections and over 60
deliberately short chapters. First the basics:Part A - Target Shooting Basics – introduces the
different shooting disciplines available. Part B - Firearms and Shooting Equipment – covers the
different rifles, handguns, shotguns, black powder and airguns used by target shooters.Then
we look at the major shooting disciplines which I have grouped into:Part C - Target Rifle
Disciplines – provides a short overview of each of the main target rifle disciplines, such as
Fullbore, Smallbore, High Power, Benchrest and Air Rifle.Part D - Target Pistol and Gallery
Disciplines – covers target pistol shooting on so-called Gallery ranges.Part E - Historic Arms
Disciplines – introduces shooting with black powder and muzzleloader firearms.Part F - Military
and Practical Disciplines – provides an introduction to disciplines involving service weapons
and military-style competitions.Part G - Field Sports Disciplines – as the name suggests, target
disciplines based around field sports, such as Clay Pigeon and Field Target (Air Rifle).And
finally we cover:Part H - Shooting Techniques – introduces marksmanship with rifles,
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handguns, shotguns and airguns.Part I - Specialist Skills – a group of chapters introducing
skills and knowledge, such as the correct cleaning of firearms, hand loading ammunition, and
the selection and fitting of sights.We have tried to keep each 'chapter' as short as possible, and
provide references to further information (especially on the Web). More importantly we provide
contact details for each of the target shooting disciplines. We hope you enjoy this handbook
and it helps you get the most from target shooting.
From the most trusted brand in outdoor sports, Field & Stream, this book is drawn from the
Total Gun Manual, the latest in the top-selling series that began with The Total Outdoorsman
(200,000 copies in print!). Author David Petzal is an award-winning gun writer with decades of
experience shooting, in the US Army, hunting, and on the range. The magazine’s Rifles Editor,
he is also a popular blogger, and co-host of the Gun Nuts show on the Outdoor Channel
(sponsored by Smith & Wesson. When it comes to rifles, Field & Stream’s Dave Petzal is your
go-to guy. With decades of experience and a uniquely opinionated voice, he is passionate
about choosing the right gun, handling it safely, improving accuracy, and hunting pretty much
anything you can shoot with a cartridge. Hints cover cleaning and troubleshooting your gun,
doing target practice right, buying the best gun you can afford, and, of course hunting.
The .22 Long Rifle caliber is the most popular ammunition and firearm chambering in the
world. It's a backyard plinker, small-game hunter, tactical trainer and Olympic medalist. Along
with its .17-caliber cousins, the humble .22 LR is undergoing a massive resurgence in the
United States, and around the world, especially in places like the United Kingdom and New
Zealand, which effectively ban centerfire chamberings. The rimfire rifle, an historic centerpiece
of the shooting community, is trending in a big way, and this book brings the topic into current
times. Every major gun manufacturer has brought at least one new rimfire rifle to the market in
the last two years, and these models are covered in detail. A sampling of topics included in this
full-color work: complete coverage of semi-autos and how they work; the magic of bolt-action
accuracy; advice on sharpening up shooting accuracy; match shooting and how to succeed;
DIY precision gunsmithing; hunting with rimfires; and the future of the rimfire market. And, to
guarantee this work provides complete rimfire coverage, the author also goes deep into the
capabilities of the "Might Mice," the .17s: 17HM2, 17HMR and 17WSM.
A comprehensive small-game hunting guide, perfect for hunters ranging from first-time novices
to seasoned experts, with photography by renowned outdoor photographer John Hafner
Steven Rinella was raised in a hunting family and has been pursuing wild game his entire life.
In this first-ever complete guide to hunting—from hunting wild game to butchering and cooking
it—the host of the popular hunting show MeatEater shares his own expertise with us, and
imparts strategies and tactics from many of the most experienced hunters in the United States
as well. This invaluable book includes • recommendations on what equipment you will
need—and what you can do without—from footwear to cutlery to camping gear to weapons •
basic and advanced hunting strategies for all North American small game, including drive
techniques, solo and group hunting, ambush hunting, the use of hunting dogs, and techniques
for decoying and calling • how to find hunting locations, on both public and private land; how to
locate areas that other hunters aren’t using; and how to make competition work in your favor •
detailed sections on furred small game, upland birds, and waterfowl, covering the biology and
best hunting methods for a total of thirty small game species • comprehensive information
about hunting wild turkeys in both the spring and fall seasons • how to master the arts of
wingshooting and rifle marksmanship, and detailed information about shot placement,
ammunition selection, and field maintenance of firearms and archery equipment • instructions
on how to field dress and butcher your own small game animals for a variety of preparations •
techniques and recipes for both indoor and outdoor wild game cooking
Reloading Guide
The sole survivor of a devastating ambush, FBI Hostage Rescue Team agent Web London
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would do anything to find out what really happened that night--and a ten year old boy may be
the unexpected key in this #1 New York Times bestselling thriller. Web London was trained to
penetrate hostile ground and come out alive. Then ten seconds in a dark alley cost him
everything: his friends, his fellow agents, his reputation. Among his super-elite FBI Hostage
Rescue Team, Web was the sole survivor of a high-tech, devastating ambush. Now Web is
trying to put his life back together and understand what really happened. To get answers, he'll
need the help of psychiatrist Claire Daniels and the one other human being who lived through
the attack--a ten-year-old boy. But when his search leads him back to that bloodstained alley,
Web suddenly realizes he is about to face his assassin again. And this time, one of them will
become the Last Man Standing.
There have never been more bullet choices for today's shooters and hunters, and in this
indispensable guide to modern bullets, ballistician Philip P. Massaro expertly breaks down
every facet of proper bullet selection for hunting, competition, target shooting, and selfdefense. Understanding Ballistics: Complete Guide to Bullet Selection gives you: Detailed
overviews of almost all available bullets in factory-loaded and component form. More
caliber/bullet combinations than any other book on the subject. Best bullet choices for rimfire
and centerfire rifles and handguns.

One of the most often asked questions when starting out in Long Range shooting
is
Jon Gillespie Brown brings his extensive mentoring experience to bear in this
new handbook for would-be entrepreneurs. So You Want to Be an Entrepreneur?
contains a series of mentoring sessions, each carefully thought out to make you
consider and plan your life based on your passions, ambitions and ultimate
visions. By actively taking part in each of the exercises, you give yourself the best
chance of succeeding as an entrepreneur, or the sufficient clarity to decide what
other career options are best suited to you. Explore your real goals, hidden
talents, passions, assets and core skills. The simple self-discovery tools in the
book will make it easy for you to analyse this information and take the next steps
towards your entrepreneurial dreams with total confidence. PRAISE FOR SO
YOU WANT TO BE AN ENTREPRENEUR 'Read this book if you plan to be an
entrepreneur, find out what it's really like before you make the leap!' Doug
Richard, entrepreneur, business investor and former member of the Dragons'
Den TV programme 'Before I invest in a business at an early stage I want to
know the founders knew what they were getting into. I would suggest they check
out if they measure up to the demands of the ups and downs required to be a
successful entrepreneur by reading this book first.' Richard Farleigh, Author
Taming the Lion: 100 Secret Strategies for Investing and former member of the
Dragons' Den 'The key to entrepreneurial success is understanding what type of
entrepreneur you are, and then doing business in a way that is true to yourself,
and above all, one that brings you personal happiness and fulfilment. This book
will help you decide whether a life of an entrepreneur is for you.' Rachel Elnaugh,
entrepreneur, business speaker and former member of the Dragons' Den 'Very
few people truly consider the hard work, disappointment, frustration and crushing
lows that every Entrepreneur experiences along the journey. Jon's book is a must
read for anybody ready to take the leap!' Richard Parkes Cordock, author of
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Millionaire Upgrade and creator of Millionaire MBA Business Mentoring
Programme 'The only form of safe employment is self-employment. I recommend
anyone considering the entrepreneurial path to read this book.' Geoff Burch,
International Speaker and author of Go It Alone: The Streetwise Secrets of SelfEmployment tobeanentrepreneur.com
Learning how to reloading ammunition can be a daunting task. Technical
manuals and books full of arcane data can make the subject mysterious and
overwhelming. No more! The Practical Guide to Reloading Ammunition teaches
the subject in a fun, easy-to-understand, and safe manner. Starting from the very
beginning, The Practical Guide to Reloading Ammunition will help readers
understand the gear they need - and what can wait. Chapter by chapter, the book
explains the entire process from brass cleaning to final inspection. Loaded with
pictures and illustrations, the process is made simple and clear. With this book,
readers will be reloading their own cost-effective ammunition quickly and safely.
The Practical Guide to Reloading ammunition focuses on the "how-to" aspects of
reloading. Author Tom McHale explains. "Think of reloading manuals as sheet
music. And this book as Mrs. Clutterbuck's piano lessons. If one develops a
sudden urge to play Carnegie Hall, or even Bodean's Wet Whistle Bar and Bait
Shop, they could just order sheet music from the Internet. But it probably wouldn't
be the most direct path to ivory key success. Take some lessons first, then order
the sheet music." Although the author believes reading this book will be a far
more pleasant experience than weekly lessons in Mrs. Clutterbuck's den, the
idea is the same. The guide will teach aspiring reloaders how to get started.
Topics Include: * Why take up reloading? * Is reloading right for you? * What
equipment do you need? * Cleaning and processing brass. * The reloading
process: step by step. * Pistol caliber reloading. * Rifle caliber reloading. * Buying
reloading components. * Advanced equipment options - how gear can speed up
the process. * Introduction to advanced topics.
Precision Long Range Shooting And Hunting is a comprehensive multi-volume
series focused on helping you become a proficient long range hunter or target
shooter. This book answers an important question in Long Range shooting: "what
scope to purchase?." Your success in long range shooting will be driven by many
factors, and one of the most important is the scope, plus the quality of the
scope's rings/base, and on how well it's mounted on the rifle. This book seeks to
help you avoid expensive mistakes and fully educate on how scopes work and
which will be best for own application. It will also show you a few ways to find the
best scope based on budget and other factors you may not have considered
ensuring that this expensive purchase is the right one for you. More details at:
https: //www.longrangeoptics.org SUMMARY: Use our comprehensive book on
rifle scopes, and the associated optics, for Long Range Shooting to find your
ideal scope for each of your applications - tactical, hunting or just having fun at
the range. Save time, money and ensure you find the right optic without needing
to search through the 1000's of choices - we narrow it all down in a fast and easy
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set of choices based on your use case or budget. Find the ideal scope for your
needs from over 1000 brand/model choices with full details on the key features to
consider. Then learn how to install, zero and use it for long range shooting or
hunting. We will answer these questions in depth: What is long range shooting
and what scope is required to hit steel at 1000 yards? Advice on buying a scope
including detailed discussion on the options and accessories. What is the best
scope for my budget? What is the best scope for hunting, competition, benchrest
or fun? How to set up and use the scope for long range. Explanation and use of
MOA and MILs/MRAD systems. Explanation of differing reticle designs. A
complete detailed set of buyers guides, with scope choices, based on your
mission and budget. How to mount, setup, zero and use the scope one you have
bought one. How to use the reticle to adjust for windage and to range
targets....and more. You will learn: This course is broken down into four major
sections, with 100's of images and illustrations covering all the major areas on
the scopes for long range precision shooting. Understanding the scope. How to
buy the right scope (for you). Setting up and using your scope. Cleaning and
maintaining your scope. Take away these key learnings: Good glass does make
a difference - across scopes, rangefinders and binocular. Choosing and testing a
scope with great mechanical precision is key. The choice of reticle can be a big
factor in getting the right scope. Choosing the right scope for your "mission" is
important for your success. LEARN IN 5 MINUTE CHUNKS - WHEN & WHERE
YOU WANT! We have broken down every area into "bite-sized" chunks (with
100's of diagrams, illustrations, and photos) and made them easy to absorb
quickly and in small time increments - now you can learn any time and anywhere
where you have a few minutes to pick up more about long range shooting. More
details at: https: //www.longrangeoptics.org
This book contains the information needed to extract the best performance from
your rifle. It is an up-to-date picture of what goes on in creating and shooting the
ultimate in accurate rifles.
The Precision Shooting Reloading Guide
Metallic Cartridge Handloading covers all aspects of the reloading process:
cartridge case; maintaining, improving and loading the case; seating and reading
of primers; loading of propellant; bullets and loading of bullets; accurate load
development; internal & external ballistics; bullet making & casting; and
handloading press. This is not a reloading manual containing specific recipes for
various loads; it is a how-to book that covers the entire detailed process of
cartridge reloading.
This is the new trade paperback edition of Field& Stream’s bestselling Total Gun Manual. Full
of the same must-have information found in the full-size flexi edition: extensive guide to gun
safety, shooting skills, gear available and more, this is a compete user’s guide for gun owners
and enthusiasts. David E. Petzal and Phil Bourjaily, “The Gun Nuts”, Field & Stream’s
shooting sports experts, are the top-rated writers working in the field today, due to their
knowledge, experience, and their ability to communicate even complicated topics with clear,
simple language and a dry and engaging wit. Contents include: Gun basics: Getting started,
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gun safety, choosing the right gun, and more. Handguns: Expanded handgun section covers
range, target, and indoor shooting for the casual enthusiast and the serious shooter. Rifles:
Whether for hunting or target practice, David Petzal has decades of experience and expertise,
and shares it all with his trademark sense of humor. Shotguns: Phil Bourjaily is a year-round
hunter as well as coaching clay and skeet shooting teams, so he knows his shotguns and how
to impart tips and tricks.
The Long Range Precision Rifle: 3RD Expanded Edition contains the most up-to-date
information and methods for getting the most accuracy out of your rifle.
A how-to manual guide to the reloading of very accurate small arms ammunition, primarily for
rifle shooters.
One of America's foremost experts on gunsmithing, Bryce Towsley is back again to provide
even more projects for anyone interested in building, customizing, or maintaining firearms. He
offers detailed explanations and includes color illustrations for just about every aspect of gun
modification and repair. Featured tutorials include: stock modifications, accuracy
enhancement, weather preparation, a total rifle makeover, and much more. Beginning with
shop design and maintenance, Towsley builds on the knowledge he provides until ending with
directions on rifle building from scratch. For anyone interested in fixing or building guns,
Towsley’s new book is the best guide to getting the most out of a rifle through personal
modifications. “My experience working with Skyhorse is always a positive collaboration. The
editors are first-rate professionals, and my books receive top-shelf treatment. I truly appreciate
our working relationship and hope it continues for years to come.” –David Fischer, author
Think you know rifle shooting? You will after reading ABCs of Rifle Shooting by David Watson!
With this comprehensive look at the elements you need to connect with your target, you'll get
not only the ABCs, but the Ds through Zs, too! Inside, you'll find: Getting accurate--bolts to
bullets, barrels to breathing, no detail is missed. Optics, accessories, why and when they help.
Beyond windage: spin-drift, the Coriolis effect, atmospheric pressures and more explained.
And much, much more! The hundreds of details that go into making an accurate shot--at any
distance, in any place--are all right here in Gun Digest'sABCs of Rifle Shooting. Indeed, if you
could have only one volume on the art of triggering your rifle consistently, accurately, every
time you line up your sights on a distant target, this is the book to have.
"Serves the needs of the gun owner; the experienced shooter; those who own a weapon
strictly for home-and self-defense; the military member who wants to become a better shooter
in defense of our country; the law enforcement officer who risks his or her life going against the
thugs of our society; and anyone interested in learning the defensive and tactical training
techniques from some of the best and most experiences shooters in the world." -- Cover, p. [4]
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